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Counting, Labeling, Documenting

Teacher Notes

CHAPTER Activities
Short activity
Color code buildings on the
F10 House block to create
a land use map.

the big questions answered – Assessing student learning

1

What different types of buildings can be identified on the block?

The functions of buildings and land are grouped into five main categories: residential;
commercial; institutional or public; industrial; and parks / open spaces. Residential
buildings are also further categorized as single-family or multi-unit buildings.

2

What maps or other tools are used to document the types of buildings on
the block?

A land use map is an important tool used in counting, labeling, and documenting
a neighborhood. By color-coding or labeling a block plan based on each building’s
use, architects, urban planners, geographers, sociologists, and architectural historians
can see the patterns of how these buildings are grouped.
Information from a land use map combined with United States census data can
give a clear picture of the types of housing and businesses as well as the demographics
of who lives in the neighborhood.
	ON THE JOB / AT HOME

• Architects use land use maps to gain a better understanding of the block and the
area around the new building they are designing.
• Urban planners compile the data used to create the land use maps that show existing
neighborhoods and plans for new developments.
• Buildings and their arrangement play a key role in determining how people interact
with each other. Sociologists who investigate neighborhoods will study census data
and may often consult land use maps.
• Architectural historians studying how neighborhoods or cities have changed over
time use a variety of maps. A comparison of land use maps from different years may
illustrate, for example, how a 19th century street with industrial buildings evolved
into a residential area.

long activity
Sketch your ideal block plan.

ILLINOIS learning
STANDARDS
Full descriptions of the
standards can be found
in the Appendix.
Language Arts
1A, 1B, 1C, 3A, 3B, 3C,
4A, 4B, 5A, 5B, 5C
Mathematics
6A, 6B, 6C, 6D, 8B,
10A, 10B
Social Sciences
16D, 17A, 17B, 17C,
17D, 18A, 18B

Language Arts
(Student Reading and related
questions, Short Activity,
Long Activity)
Mathematics
(Student Math exercises)
Social Sciences
(Short Activity, Long Activity)
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THE BIG
QUESTIONS

1

What different types
of buildings can be
identified on the block?

2

What maps or other
tools are used to
document the types of
buildings on the block?

A land use map is an important
tool used in counting, labeling, and
documenting the things that make
up a neighborhood. When this
type of map is color-coded based on
each building’s function or use,
architects, urban planners, geographers,
sociologists, and architectural historians
can more easily see the patterns of
how buildings are grouped together.
Investigating these patterns helps
people evaluate the overall character
of a neighborhood, determine which
buildings serve the residents, study how
things may have changed over time,
and evaluate what types of buildings
may be missing from a community.

A land use map of the blocks around the F10 House
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CHAPTER VOCABULARY
land use map a map that shows
the use or function of each
building, group of buildings, or
open land area
function / use a description of
how a particular building is used
residential building buildings
used by people as their home
commercial / business building
buildings used for business or
commerce and where people
sell things

Color-coding a land use map

A land use map helps to illustrate
and answer questions such as:
- What is the function or use of each
building?
- What types of buildings are located
along each street?
- How are these buildings grouped
together?
- How much open space is around
the buildings?
- Is the open space simply vacant land?
Or, has it been set aside on purpose
for recreation or for a natural area?

The alley runs behind the homes and parallel
to Keeler Avenue

On most land use maps, the functions
of buildings and land are grouped
into five main categories: residential;
commercial / business; institutional /
public; industrial; and parks / open
spaces / green spaces. Professional
urban planners often use standard colors
to color-code each building type:
residential
commercial / business
institutional / public
industrial
open space

yellow
red
blue
grey
green

The land use map of the blocks
around the F10 House shows that
Tripp, Keeler, and Kedvale Avenues
are narrower residential streets that
tend to be quieter. Alleys run behind
the homes and parallel to the streets,
providing access to garages and garbage
bins. Wider and busier Armitage
Avenue contains most all of the area’s
commercial / business buildings,
while some structures are mixed-use
buildings with apartments located
above the businesses.

mixed-use building buildings that
have more than one use; typical
mixed-use buildings in a city
have commercial businesses on
the first floor and residences in
the floors above
zoning ordinances a system of
rules typically established by
the local government to control
the height, density, and use
of buildings in various areas
of a city
institutional building (also called a
public building or civic building)
buildings used for providing a
service to the public; examples
include hospitals, schools, houses
of worship, and government
offices
lot / site the geographic location
of a building; it is often identified
by its property lines
industrial building buildings used
to make a product
park / open space / green space
land set aside for recreation,
as a natural landscape, or for
agriculture; it typically has few
or no buildings
vacant empty land or buildings
not set aside as open space;
instead it currently lacks a use
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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dwelling another word for a home
of any kind
single-family a home designed for
one family
multi-unit building any type of
residential building with more
than one housing unit
townhouse / rowhouse a multi-unit
residential building where each
family occupies more than one
floor; the residences are divided
vertically

Corner of Keeler and Cortland Avenues, looking northwest

condominium / condo a multi-unit
residential building where each
family owns one unit within the
building; there may be several
units on each floor of the building
United States Census the count
of the population every 10 years
by the federal government
housing unit a house, apartment,
mobile home, room, or other
place that the census counts as
a separate space where a single
person or a family can live

East side of Keeler Avenue

developer the person that invests
money in the land and starts a
project by hiring the architect
and finding someone who is
expected to buy the completed
building

(all photos) © Eduardo Angel Photography.

Corner of Armitage and Keeler Avenues, looking northeast

Corner of Armitage and Keeler Avenues, looking west
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Around the F10 House, for example,
institutional buildings, such as
St. Philomena church and school, are
located on corner lots / sites along
Cortland Avenue. Other institutional
buildings, such as the large neighborhood public elementary school and a
public high school, are located a few

St. Philomena Church at Kedvale and Cortland
Avenues, one block east of the F10 House

St. Philomena School at Kedvale and Cortland
Avenues, one block east of the F10 House

Hermosa Park

William Penn Nixon Elementary School

North-Grand High School
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DID
YOU

blocks away. Industrial buildings in
the neighborhood cannot be seen on
the F10 House land use map, because
they are separated from the homes
and businesses. Two neighborhood
parks with green space are within
easy walking distance, but they also
are located beyond this map. Vacant
land exists at both the southeast and
southwest corners of Armitage and
Keeler Avenues.

know?
Bird’s eye views

© Eduardo Angel Photography.

Over time, cities have organized their
residential and commercial streets in a
variety of ways. A city government may
establish zoning ordinances, which
determine where different building
types may be located. Some streets may
be designated for only commercial
buildings or only residential buildings,
while other streets may contain a
mixture of both. Throughout the
mostly residential streets of Chicago,
for example, a minor commercial street
occurs every 1⁄4 mile and a major
commercial street occurs every 1⁄2 mile.

Counting, Labeling, Documenting

THE BLOCK PLAN

A hand-drawn bird’s eye view of Chicago
Before the invention of airplanes
or the construction of tall
buildings or satellites in space,
people had no way to see what
the earth looked like from the air.
However, beginning in the 1860s,
hand-drawn colored bird’s eye
views became very popular and
were available for most American
towns. Since it was physically
impossible to see the earth from
high above in the 19th century,
the bird’s eye view was an
imagined view. An artist would
begin by making accurate
sketches on the ground of each
building in the town and then
would create an overall imaginary
view as seen from the air. For
the first time, residents could
fully see the entire town and
their place in it. Bird’s eye views
remained popular until aerial
photographs became available
in the 1930s.
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in class
Your ideal block

Imagine that you are an urban
planner and have been given the
unique opportunity to design
your ideal block plan. How many
buildings will be on each
block? What types of residential,
commercial, and institutional
buildings will you plan for? Will
you include any green space?
How much green space? Are the
different types of buildings to
be grouped together or mixed
up? Will your ideal block include
places that residents of all ages
can use? Your teacher has the
templates and instructions for
this in-class activity.

THE BLOCK PLAN

P1

There are two main types of
residential dwellings: single-family
residences, and multi-unit buildings
(such as townhouses / rowhouses,
or condominiums). Every ten years,
the United States Census counts the
overall population of the country as
well as measuring the number and
types of housing units. In 2000,
66.7% of homes in America were
single-family residences. Multi-unit
housing (which is defined as any
building with more than 2 units) made
up 26.2% of housing, while slightly
more than 7% of housing units were
mobile homes, RVs, or house boats.

Single-family residence on Keeler Avenue

The Hermosa neighborhood of
Chicago, where the F10 House is
located, has a much lower percentage
of single-family buildings than the
national average. In 2000, 29.4%
of the housing units in Hermosa
were single-family residences, while
70.6% of the housing units in
Hermosa were in multi-unit buildings.
Of course the percentage of each
type of residence differs widely from
neighborhood to neighborhood and
from city to city. Large and dense
cities such as New York, Chicago,
Philadelphia, and Boston have higher
percentages of multi-unit housing and
more mixed-use buildings. Cities with
more space and smaller populations
have more single-family buildings.

Multi-unit building on Keeler Avenue

on your
way home

TODAY
student page
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Try to find a street that
has a mix of uses that
includes both commercial
buildings and residential
buildings. Notice the size
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of each of these buildings
relative to each other.
Are the buildings roughly
the same size? Do they
appear to have been built

at the same time? Do you
think it is intentional that
these buildings co-exist
on the same block?
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If a neighborhood has an empty lot or
site, city officials, urban planners, and
residents may be eager for something
new to be constructed there. But
before they can recommend what type
of building the community needs and
encourage a developer to invest in the
area, they need to understand what
the community already has. Consulting
a land use map and studying current
census data will help in making
decisions about issues such as:
- Are the other buildings on this street
mostly residential or commercial /
business or institutional?
- What types of buildings are allowed
by the city’s zoning ordinances?
- If this building is not a residence,
would people typically visit this place
once a day, once a week, once a
month, or once a year?
- Should the lot contain a building
that benefits many people or only
a few people?
- What age groups and income levels
will benefit from this future building?
- How might the new building affect
the community?
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CHAPTER RESOURCES
Bird’s Eye Views: Historic
Lithographs of North American
Cities, John W. Reps. New York:
Princeton Architectural Press,
1998. NE2454.R45
The Death and Life of Great
American Cities, Jane Jacobs, with
a new foreword by the author.
New York: Modern Library, [1961]
1993. HT167.J33

Consulting a land use map can help a developer
make decisions about an empty lot

The Image of the City, Kevin Lynch.
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1960.
NA9108.L9

- Will the new building provide jobs
for the residents?
- Will it provide services (health care,
job training) or sell things (repair,
groceries, dry cleaning)?
- Will it provide a place for the residents
to gather and meet each other?
Together, all this information helps
explain how a neighborhood looks
and functions. Urban planners
study different types of data when
developing a plan for the redesign
or growth of an area. For an architect,
an understanding of the block will
help to determine the design and
function of a building.

Streetwise Chicago: A History of
Chicago Street Names, Don Hayner
and Tom McNamee. Chicago:
Loyola University Press, 1988.
F548.67.A1H38
Taking Measures Across the
American Landscape, James Corner
with Alex MacLean photographs.
New Haven: Yale University Press,
1996. TR660.5.C67

TALK

about it

• What types of buildings
do you need to visit every
day? Every month? Only
once a year?
• Look at the blocks around
the F10 House on the land
use map. If you lived in the
F10 House (shaded dark
grey, in the center of the

map), which buildings
would you visit daily, weekly,
monthly, or yearly?
• Imagine that you are
4 years old and live in the
F10 House. What types of
buildings would you want
to visit? What places for
children exist? What places
for children are missing?

• Imagine that you are
85 years old and live in
the F10 House. What types
of buildings would you
want to visit? What places
for seniors exist? What
places for senior citizens
are missing?
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• Imagine that you are
45 years old and the parent
of a family living in the
F10 House. What places for
families exist? What places
for families are missing?
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VOCABULARY
bottletops and plastic cowboys
(nouns) simple toys that children
may play with
crescendo (noun) a steady
increase in volume or action

THE BLOCK PLAN

P1

Reading
A ‘BALLET’ ON THE SIDEWALK
an excerpt from The Death and Life of Great American Cities, Jane Jacobs, with a
new foreword by the author. New York: Modern Library, © 1961. Used with permission
by Random House, Inc. p. 50–54 in this edition. HT167.J33

drove (noun) a crowd of people
moving together as one
frenetic (adjective) very excited
and busy
indignation (noun) anger caused
by something you feel is unfair
or mean
intricate (adjective) complicated
and having many interrelated parts
lee (noun) shelter
mandolin (noun) a type of stringed
instrument smaller than a guitar
midtown (place name, noun) a
term used in New York City to
describe the area in the middle of
the island of Manhattan; it is
between ‘downtown’ and ‘uptown’

Jane Jacobs’ neighborhood of Greenvich Village, New York City

mooring (noun) a place used to tie
something down; often used to
describe a place to tie up a boat
prosaic (adjective) ordinary or not
interesting
P.S. 41 (noun) an abbreviation for
‘Public School #41’; elementary
schools in New York City are
numbered rather than named
after a person or place
stoop (noun) a porch at the
entrance to a home
tenement (noun) a type of
apartment building

BACKGROUND

Jane Jacobs is known around the world as someone who changed the way that
people such as architects and urban planners look at cities. Specifically, she was a
leader in the historic preservation movement. She argued that keeping old buildings
added to the value of street life and that mixing of uses and both new and old
buildings on a block created better, more livable, streets. She was writing in the
1960s at a time when it was common for cities to tear down historic neighborhoods
and put large freeways and modern high-rise housing in their place. This reading
is an excerpt from her most well-known and influential book. It records her
observations about her own neighborhood of Greenwich Village in New York City.

tenor (noun) the general meaning
or feeling
vantage point (noun) point of view
the wings (noun) the side areas
where dancers wait before going
onto the stage of a theater; here,
Jacobs is describing the street
as a stage for her to view
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TEXT

QUESTIONS

The stretch of Hudson Street where I live is each day the scene of an intricate
sidewalk ballet. I make my own first entrance into it a little after eight when I put
out the garbage can, surely a prosaic occupation, but I enjoy my part, my little clang,
as the droves of junior high school students walk by the center of the stage dropping
candy wrappers. (How do they eat so much candy so early in the morning?)
While I sweep up the wrappers, I watch the other rituals of morning: Mr. Halpert
unlocking the laundry’s handcart from its mooring to a cellar door, Joe Cornacchia’s
son-in-law stacking out the empty crates from the delicatessen, the barber bringing
out his sidewalk folding chair, Mr. Goldstein arranging the coils of wire which proclaim
the hardware store is open, the wife of the tenement’s superintendent depositing her
chunky three-year-old with a toy mandolin on the stoop, the vantage point from
which he is learning the English his mother cannot speak.
Now the primary children, heading for St. Luke’s, dribble through to the south; the
children for St. Veronica’s cross, heading to the west, and the children for P.S. 41,
heading toward the east. Two new entrances are being made from the wings: welldressed and even elegant women and men with brief cases emerge from doorways
and side streets. Most of these are heading for the bus and subways, but some hover
on the curbs, stopping taxis which have miraculously appeared at the right moment,
for the taxis are part of a wider morning ritual: having dropped passengers from
midtown in the downtown financial district, they are now bringing downtowners
up to midtown.

1 List four different types of
businesses the author mentions.
2 What type of ritual does Jane
Jacobs exchange with Mr. Lofaro
each day? What does it signify
or mean to them?
3 The author refers to the activity
on her block as a ‘sidewalk
ballet.’ How is the action that
takes place along the street like
a dance?
4 List three differences between
Jane Jacobs’ street and your
street.
5 List three similarities between
Jane Jacobs’ street and your
street.
6 Does this street seem like a
place you’d like to live? Why
or why not?

Simultaneously, numbers of women in housedresses have emerged and as they
crisscross with one another they pause for quick conversations that sound with either
laughter or joint indignation, never, it seems, anything between. It is time for me
to hurry to work too, and I exchange my ritual farewell with Mr. Lofaro, the short,
thick-bodied, white-aproned fruit man who stands outside his doorway looking solid
as earth itself. We nod; we each glance quickly up and down the street, then look
back to each other and smile. We have done this many a morning for more than
ten years, and we both know what it means: All is well….
When I get home from work, the ballet is reaching its crescendo. This is the time of
roller skates and stilts and tricycles, and games in the lee of the stoop with bottletops
and plastic cowboys; this is the time of bundles and packages, zigzagging from the
drug store to the fruit stand and back over to the butcher’s; this is the time when
teenagers, all dressed up, are pausing to ask if their slips show or their collars look
right…this is the time when the fire engines go through; this is the time when
anybody you know around Hudson Street will go by….
I have made the daily ballet of Hudson Street sound more frenetic than it is, because
writing it telescopes it. In real life, it is not that way. In real life, to be sure, something
is always going on, the ballet is never at a halt, but the general effect is peaceful and
the general tenor even leisurely. People who know well such animated city streets will
know how it is....
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Short Activity
color code buildings on the F10 House block
to create a land use map

	Skills
• comparing and contrasting
• collecting data
• mapping
• observing the built environment
• reading

	Discussion Points
Pre-Activity
• If you lived in the F10 house,
what types of buildings on
the map would you visit daily,
weekly, monthly, or yearly?
• How many residential buildings
are shown on this map?
• How many commercial buildings
are shown on this map?
Post-Activity
• How would you describe the
patterns and groupings of
buildings on this land use map?
• What is different about the types
of buildings on Armitage Avenue
compared to those on Keeler,
Kedvale, or Tripp Avenues?
• Why do you think the city of
Chicago chose to group various
building types in this way?
• Are the patterns and groupings
of buildings along Armitage
and Keeler Avenues similar or
different from the streets around
your school? Explain.

Materials Needed

• colored pencils, markers, or crayons (any 3 different colors per student)
CD

Image Set 4.1 – photographs of buildings on and around the F10 House block

CD

Image Set 4.2 – F10 House block map with buildings labeled

CD

Image Set 4.3 – student sample of completed color-coded land use map

	Timeframe

1 class period
	Teacher Prep

• gather materials
• prepare to project Image Set 4.1 to the class
• photocopy Image Set 4.2 (one per student)
• optional: prepare to project Image Set 4.3 to the class
	Teacher Notes

This activity gives students an opportunity to take the knowledge they’ve learned
about the broad categories of land uses and apply it on a case-by-case basis to
buildings in the area around the F10 House block.
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Even though all the buildings on the map on Image Set 4.2 are labeled, students
may have a difficult time recognizing how building types are grouped together
on these blocks. By taking the time to color in each type, students can begin to
recognize the land use patterns that emerge.
The map does not label any residences that may exist on the upper floors, so any
mixed-use building appears solely as commercial. The photos on Image Set 4.1
illustrate these mixed-used buildings more clearly.
Building	Land use category
	Armitage Avenue
Mexican restaurant

commercial

Walgreens drugstore

commercial

groceries

commercial

dollar store

commercial

social services

institutional

hardware store

commercial

arts organization

institutional

dentist

commercial

salon

commercial

home

residential

glass

commercial

real estate

commercial

clothing

commercial

income tax preparers

commercial

	Illinois state representative

institutional

currency exchange

commercial

car accessories

commercial

pizza

commercial

church

institutional

Keeler Avenue
home

residential

groceries

commercial

Kedvale Avenue
church

institutional

school

institutional

continued on next page
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